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On the complex behavior of simple tag

systems. An experimental approach.

Liesbeth De Mol ?

Centre for Logic and Philosophy of Science, Universiteit Gent, Belgium

Abstract

It is a well-known fact that apparently simple systems can give rise to complex
behavior. But why exactly does a given system behave in a complex manner? There
are two main approaches to tackle this and other related questions. One can take on a
theoretical approach or else start from a more experimental study of the behavior of
such systems with the help of a computer. In this paper, the experimental approach
is applied to tag systems with a very small program size. After a discussion of some of
the main theoretical results on tag systems, several results from a computer-assisted
and experimental study on tag systems are analyzed. Special attention is given to
the well-known example studied by Post with only 2 symbols and a deletion number
v = 3. These results are combined with some theoretical results on tag systems in
order to gain more insight into the computational power of simple tag systems.

1 Introduction

The idea that very small computational devices can give rise to complex be-
havior is not new. Emil Post was probably one of the first to understand this
in the early twenties when he was exploring the behavior of tag systems and
when he was able to prove that large parts of Principia Mathematica could
be reduced to a class of very simple computational devices. This idea has now
very clearly arrived. It is a well-known fact that very small computational
devices are capable of universal computation. In the meantime, the search for
still smaller universal systems is still going on.
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One approach to study small computational devices with complex behavior is
to use a computer-assisted experimental approach. In this paper this approach
is applied to a specific class of small tag systems that includes one famous
example provided by Post. The purpose of this study is not only to gain a
better understanding of the behavior of this class but also to think about
the limits and possibilities of the experimental method within this research
context. Besides these experimental results, several theoretical results on tag
systems will be discussed. It is argued that a combination of theoretical with
experimental results is the most promising approach to gain a better insight
into the computational power of small tag systems.

This paper is an extended version of [13]. Besides a more detailed discussion
of the results, some new results are added.

2 Computer-assisted research on simple systems with complex be-
havior

It is only fair to say that with the rise of the computer new areas in the universe
of mathematics have been disclosed to the mathematician. Because of its speed
and memory, the computer has opened up new possibilities for exploration
and experimentation. Also in research on small computational devices with
complex behavior the use of the computer and with it, experimentation and
exploration, have proven their merit.

For example, in the context of cellular automata, computer-assisted and ex-
perimental research has directly or indirectly led to a wide range of interesting
results, new concepts, methods and problems (See for example [6], [42], [48],
[49]). Another example of experimental computer-assisted research on simple
systems with complex behavior comes from the context of Turing machines,
where the computer is an indispensable instrument to study the (generalized)
Busy Beaver problem, i.e., the problem to determine for a given class of Turing
machines with m states and n symbols those Turing machine(s) that halt and
output the maximum number of 1s when started from a blank tape. Although
this research is experimental in nature it can lead (and has led) to the solu-
tion of the problem for specific classes of Turing machines (see for example
[2,20]) and made possible the connection between Busy Beaver winners and
Collatz-like problems [24].

These examples illustrate that experimental and computer-assisted research
can lead to different kinds of advancements in the domain going from sup-
ported conjectures and giving important new observations (which are heuristic
results) to the development of new methods and even rigorous results. One
major goal of this approach is to trace down explanations of why a given
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(class of) system(s) does or does not behave in a certain way at the level of
system dynamics, rather than on the level of the actual formal description, or
program(s), underlying these dynamics.

Of course, the experimental computer-assisted approach is not guaranteed to
lead to a rigorous result. On the contrary, in many cases one will only find
clues of how to proceed or insights and heuristic answers why a given class of
systems has complex behavior. Still finding such clues or gaining such insights
can clear the ground for rigorous results that one would not be able to establish
without such clues or insights.

3 Tag systems

3.1 Post’s frustrating problem of “tag”

Tag systems were invented and studied by Emil Leon Post [34,35] during his
Procter fellowship at Princeton in the academic year 1920-21. They inspired
the formulation of his normal systems, which he also developed during that
time, and led to the reversal of his program to prove the recursive solvability
of the Entscheidungsproblem for first-order predicate calculus. Indeed, after
nine months of intensive research on tag systems, Post first came to the con-
clusion that proving the decidability of this Entscheidungsproblem might be
impossible. He never proved that this decision problem is undecidable. This
was done by Church and Turing in their seminal 1936 papers [3,43]. How-
ever, he did formulate a thesis in 1921, called Post’s thesis [8,9], which is now
known to be logically equivalent to Church’s and Turing’s and proved on the
assumption of this thesis that there are other decision problems, related to
the Entscheidungsproblem, that cannot be decided by finite means. 1

Definition 1 (v-tag system) A v-tag system T consists of a finite alphabet
Σ of µ letters, a deletion number v ∈ N and a finite set of rules ai → wi, ai ∈
Σ, wi ∈ Σ∗. The words wi are called the appendants.

Note that it is not necessary that there is a rule for every letter ai ∈ Σ and
that there is at most one rule for every such letter ai. In a computation step
of a tag system T on a word A ∈ Σ∗, if there is a rule for the leftmost letter in

1 Post did not submit these results to a journal in the twenties. Later, in the
forties, he provided a detailed description of his results from this period in his
Absolutely unsolvable problems and relatively undecidable propositions - Account
of an anticipation [35], a posthumously published manuscript edited by Martin
Davis. A seriously shortened version was published in 1943 as [34]. More detailed
information on these historical matters can be found in [8,9,10,41].
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A, then T first appends the appendant associated with this letter at the end
of A and then deletes the first v symbols of A. This computational process is
iterated until the tag system produces the empty word ε or until T produces
a word for which there is no rule for the leftmost letter. In those cases, T is
said to halt.

Note that in this definition (Definition I) a tag system first appends a word and
then deletes the first v letters in one computation step. This is also the order
used by Minsky [26], Post [34,35] and Watanabe [47]. There is also another
definition of v-tag systems T (Definition II) where in one computation step, T
first deletes the first v letters and then appends the appendant. This definition
is, amongst others, used by Minsky [4,5,25,27], Rogozhin [37,38] and Wang
[45]. This makes a difference in the way a tag system halts. I.e., in Definition
I a tag system halts when it produces the empty word, whereas in Definition
II a tag system halts when it produces a word having a length smaller than
v. Note that in both definitions a tag system halts when it produces a word
for which there is no rule corresponding with the leftmost letter of that word.

Following the notation of [50], Ai ` Ai+1 means that Ai+1 is produced from
Ai after one computation step, Ai `n Ai+n that Ai+n is produced after n
computation steps from Ai. The length of a word A will be written as lA and
an means that a is repeated n times.

To give an example, let us consider a specific 3-tag system mentioned by Post
with v = 3 and having rules {0→ 00, 1→ 1101} [34,35]. If A0 = 110111010000
we get the following productions:

` 1101110100001101
` 11101000011011101
` 0100001101110100
` 000110111010000

The word A0 is reproduced after 4 computation steps and is thus an example
of a periodic word. Note that A0 is reproduced from A0 after the tag system
has deleted all the letters of A0. In the remainder of this paper, if a given
v-tag system T has deleted all the letters of a given word A we will call this
a round of T on the word A. Note that a round on A takes exactly dlA/ve
computation steps.

Post called the behavior of this one tag system “intractable”. Despite its formal
simplicity, it is still not known if there exists a method to decide in a finite
number of steps for any word A ∈ {0, 1}∗ and some initial word A0 ∈ {0, 1}∗
whether or not this tag system will produce A from A0. I.e., it is not known
if this tag system has a decidable reachability problem (See Definition 6). In
Sec. 4.1 this tag system will be discussed in more details.
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One can identify three classes of ultimate behavior in tag systems.

Definition 2 (halt) A tag system T is said to halt on an initial word A0

when there is an n ∈ N such that T produces the empty word ε after n compu-
tation steps on A0, i.e., A0 `n ε or T produces a word An after n computation
steps on A0 for which there is no rule for the leftmost letter of An.

Definition 3 (periodicity) A tag system T is said to be periodic on an
initial word A0 if there are n, p ∈ N such that A0 `n An and An `p An+p = An
in T . An is said to be a periodic word in T with period p.

Definition 4 (unbounded growth) A tag system T is said to have un-
bounded growth on an initial word A0, if for each n ∈ N there is an i ∈ N
such that for each j > i, any word Aj, A0 `j Aj, lAj > n.

Post considered two decision problems for tag systems, which we will call the
halting problem and the reachability problem for tag systems.

Definition 5 (halting problem) The halting problem for tag systems is the
problem to determine for a given tag system T and any initial word A0 whether
or not T will halt on A0.

Definition 6 (reachability problem) The reachability problem for tag sys-
tems is the problem to determine for a given tag system T , a fixed initial word
A0 and any arbitrary word A ∈ Σ∗, whether or not there is an n such that
A0 `n A in T .

3.2 Preliminaries

Let T be a v-tag system with µ symbols and a finite set of rules ai → wi.
Then, given a periodic word P1 with period p such that P1 ` P2 ` . . . Pp ` P1

then [P1] = {P1, P2, ..., Pp} is called the set of p periodic words generated by
P1. The periodic structure S(P ) of a periodic word P = a1a2 . . . alP is defined
as:

S(P ) = a1av+1a2v+1 . . . av(dlP /ve−1)+1

i.e., the word formed by concatenating all the letters in P that are read during
one round of T on P . For example, if we take the word P1 = 110111010000
from the example of Sec. 3.1, then the periodic structure S(P1) = 1100. The
set of periodic words [P1] generated by P1 is the set of the productions of the
example of Sec. 3.1.

The additive complement (x mod y) of a given number x relative to a modulus
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y is defined as follows:

(x mod y) =

 y − (x mod y) if x 6= 0 mod y

0 if x ≡ 0 mod y

Given some wordAi = a1a2 . . . alA over the alphabet Σ then the word
−→
A i+dlAi/ve

denotes the word wa1wav+1 . . . wav(dlA/ve−1)+1
, with wai the appendant corre-

sponding with the symbol ai ∈ Σ. In other words, this is the word resulting
after one round on Ai, without its first (lAi mod v) letters being erased. For ex-

ample, if T is Post’s example and Ai = 1001110 then
−→
A i+dlAi/ve = 1101110100.

Note that if lAi ≡ 0 mod v,
−→
A i+dlAi/ve = Ai+dlAi/ve. The additive complement

(lAi mod v) thus computes the effect of lAi on the length of
−→
A i+dlAi/ve.

3.3 Decidability and Universality in Tag Systems

After his frustrating experiences with tag system, Post never wanted to work
on these systems again. He was convinced that they would turn out unde-
cidable, but never proved this. 2 It was Minksy who proved this in 1961 [25]
after the problem of tag was suggested to him by Martin Davis. He showed
that any Turing machine can be reduced to a 6-tag system. This reduction is
rather involved. It was improved by Cocke and Minsky [4,5,26]. They showed
that any Turing machine can be reduced to a 2-tag system. Maslov general-
ized this result. He proved that for any v > 1 there is at least one tag system
with an undecidable decision problem [23]. Wang [45] proved that any tag
system with v = 1 has a decidable reachability problem. It thus follows that
the deletion number v is one decidability criterion [21] for tag systems with
v = 2 as the frontier value, i.e., the minimum value n such that for any class of
v-tag systems with v ≥ n there is at least one tag system with an undecidable
reachability problem.

Another such criterion is the length of the appendants. Wang proved that any
tag system with the length of the smallest appendant lmin ≥ v or the length
of the longest appendant lmax ≤ v has a decidable reachability problem [45]. 3

2 From a private communication with Martin Davis.
3 Note that Wang uses Definition II for tag systems. It is easily checked that this
result remains valid if Definition I is used. To see this quickly note that if lmax ≤ v
then T can never produce a word of length longer than the initial word and thus
T will either halt or become periodic. If lmin ≥ v we have that for every word An
resp. An+1 produced after n resp. n + 1 computation steps on some initial word
A0 we have that either lAn+1 = lAn or lAn+1 > lAn and thus the decidability of the
reachability problem also easily follows in that case.
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He furthermore proved that there is a universal tag system with v = 2, lmax =
3, lmin = 1. This result was proven independently by Maslov [23]. Minsky and
Cocke also constructed a universal tag system with the same parameters [4].
This criterion was also studied by Pager [32]. It follows from these results that
lmax − v resp. v − lmin are decidability criteria for tag systems with 1 as the
frontier value.

A third decidability criterion is the number of symbols µ. Let TS(µ, v) denote
the class of tag systems with µ symbols and a deletion number v. It was proven
by Post that the classes TS(1, v), TS(µ, 1) and TS(2, 2) have a decidable
reachability problem. Regretfully, Post never published these results. He does
mention that the proof for the classes TS(1, v) and TS(µ, 1) is trivial, while
the proof for the class TS(2,2) involved “considerable labor”. A proof for the
class TS(2,2) has recently been reestablished (See [11,15] for more details).
The proof is quite involved due to the large number of studied cases. The
main method of the proof is called the table method. This method is a very
useful tool to study the behavior of tag systems.

Until recently the number of symbols µ was never really studied, with Post
as an exception. As a consequence, although one has constructed the smallest
possible universal tag systems with respect to v, lmax and lmin, the value of µ
for these universal tag systems is still relatively large. In fact, the universal
tag systems that can be constructed with the current methods all have a very
large number of symbols. It immediately follows from the results of [4,26] that
it is possible to reduce any Turing machine with m states and 2 symbols to
a tag system with v = 2, µ = 32m. Let TM(m,n) denote the class of Turing
machines with m states and n symbols. Using the universal Turing machine
constructed by Neary and Woods in TM(15,2), which simulates a variant of tag
systems called bi-tag systems [30], or Baiocchi’s machine in TM(19,2) [1] which
simulates 2-tag systems, it is possible to construct universal tag systems in the
classes TS(480, 2) resp. TS(608,2). The encoding by Cocke and Minsky can be
easily generalized resulting in the possibility of reducing any Turing machine
with m states and n symbols to a tag system with v = n, µ = nm(4n + 8).
Note that this encoding does not allow to directly reduce the weak and semi-
weak machines by Neary and Woods [29,51] and Cook [6] to a tag system
since these Turing machines make use of an infinitely repeated periodic word
to the left and right of the input (in case of weak universality) and left or
right of the input (in case of semi-weak universality). This cannot be directly
translated into tag systems since they cannot work on infinite words. In order
to simulate these weak and semi-weak machines one needs to add some extra
machinery that generates these periodic words every time they are needed.
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3.4 Significance of Tag Systems

Research on tag systems for their own sake has remained relatively limited as
compared to research on Turing machines and cellular automata. This is quite
surprising. Given, on the one hand, the simplicity of the form of tag, and,
on the other hand, its computational power, tag systems might be very good
candidates for finding the “simplest” possible universal system. However, this
is not the only motivation for studying tag systems.

3.4.1 Tag systems and small universal devices

Tag systems have played and still play a fundamental role in research on
small universal devices. A lot of universal devices have been proven universal
through the simulation of 2-tag systems or a variant of tag systems. Minsky
was the first to construct a very small universal Turing machine in TM(7,4)
that simulates 2-tag systems [26]. Rogozhin [37,38] constructed several small
universal Turing machines by 2-tag simulation and improved Minsky’s ma-
chine. Also Baiocchi’s machines [1] are 2-tag simulators. For a more detailed
overview see [21]. Neary and Woods [28,30] recently found universal Turing
machines in TM(9, 3), TM(5,5), TM(6,4) and TM(15,2) simulating what they
have called bi-tag systems, a variant of tag systems. Matthew Cook proved
that cellular automaton rule 110 is weakly universal through the simulation of
cyclic tag systems, yet another variant of tag systems. Also the semi-weakly
universal machines by Woods and Neary [51,52] simulate cyclic tag systems.
Tag systems have also been used in the context of small universal circular Post
machines [19].

Previously it was the case that the universal 2-tag systems that can be con-
structed using the Cocke-Minsky method all suffer from an exponential slow-
down. As a result, all the universal devices simulating 2-tag systems suffered
from this same defect. This problem was resolved by Neary and Woods: they
showed that 2-tag systems can simulate Turing machines in polynomial time
by proving (1) that cyclic tag systems simulate Turing machines in polyno-
mial time and (2) that 2-tag systems are efficient simulators of cyclic tag
systems [31,50]. It should also be pointed out that their bi-tag simulators are
polynomial.

3.4.2 Tag systems and number theory

In his Account of an anticipation Post mentions that he was confronted with
problems of ordinary number theory during his research on tag systems. He
even writes about an “intrusion of number theory” into his research. This is
not surprising. In a certain sense tag systems can be understood as a kind of
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modulo systems due to the regularity induced by always removing the same
number of symbols at the beginning of a word. This is the reason why it is so
easy to determine remainders with tag systems.

Lemma 1 There is a v-tag system T with 2v+2 symbols that computes n mod
v for any n ∈ N.

Proof Let T be a v-tag system, µ = 2v+2 symbols, Σ = {a, e, b0, . . . , bv−1, 0, ..., v−
1} and the following set of v + 2 production rules:

a→ b0bv−1bv−2...b1e
v

e→ ε

bi → ev−ii if i > 0

bi → i if i = 0

Note that every number 0 ≤ i < v should be regarded as a letter of the
alphabet. Given an initial word A0 = avel of length l + v, then T will output
l mod v after dl/ve + 3 computation steps. Indeed, after one round on A0, T
will read the letter with the index l mod v which, in its turn produces the
desired output i. Note that this technique works for both Definitions I and II
of tag systems discussed in Sec. 3.1. 2

This simple technique is one of the main techniques of the Cocke-Minsky
scheme where it is used to determine whether a given word is odd or even. It
is also one of the main techniques used in the reduction of the Collatz problem
to a very small tag system. Let C : N→ N be defined by:

C(n) =


n
2

if n is even

3n+ 1 if n is odd

The Collatz problem is the problem to determine for any n ∈ N, whether
C(n) will end in a loop C(4) = 2, C(2) = 1, C(1) = 4, after a finite number of
iterations. This number-theoretical problem can be simulated by a very small
2-tag system with the following production rules: a0 → a1a2, a1 → a0, a2 →
a0a0a0. If n = 2m, then this tag system will produce am0 after two rounds on
a2m

0 and if n = 2m + 1, then it produces a3m+2
0 after two rounds on a2m+1

0

(Note that if n = 2m + 1 then C(C(2m + 1)) = C(6m + 4) = 3m + 2). If we
use Definition I then this tag system is periodic on a4

0. If we use Definition II
this tag system halts when the Collatz function becomes periodic (See [14] for
more details).
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Another result illustrating the connection between tag systems and number
theory is a theorem that proves that any decision problem for a v-tag system
T with appendants w0, . . . , wµ−1 for which v, lw1 , . . . , lwµ−1 are not relatively
prime reduces to the same decision problem for n smaller tag systems, with
n the greatest common divisor of v, lw1 , . . . , lwµ−1 [12]. The reverse of this
theorem allows to make a composite tag system out of any given set of tag
systems.

4 Playing with tag systems

“Post found this (00, 1101) problem “intractable”, and so did I even with
the help of a computer. Of course, unless one has a theory, one cannot ex-
pect much help from a computer (unless it has a theory) except for clerical
aid in studying examples; but if the reader tries to study the behavior of
100100100100100100100 without such aid, he will be sorry.”

Marvin Minsky, 1967.

4.1 Post’s example

The most famous tag system is Post’s example from Sec. 3.1. Several re-
searchers have studied this specific tag system and came to the conclusion
that it is an example of a very small tag system that has very complex be-
havior. As explained in Sec. 3.1 it is still not known whether this particular
example has a decidable reachability problem, despite its apparent simplicity.
More research on this and related tag systems is thus very important in the
context of research on small devices that have complex, possibly universal,
behavior. In fact, if this tag system would turn out to be universal, it would
be one of the simplest universal devices known.

It is clear from Post’s Account of an anticipation [35] that he spend a lot of
time investigating the example from Sec 3.1. Among other things, he remarks
that “[n]umerous initial sequences actually tried led in each case to termination
or periodicity, usually the latter.” Several other researchers including Hayes
and Minsky [17,18,27] did the same kind of “experiment” with the help of the
computer and came to the same conclusion. Minsky [27] remarks about this tag
system that, if one looks at its description, one might expect that it will always
halt or become periodic. In Post’s example we have that the total number of
letters 0 in the appendants (written as #0) is the same as the total number of
letters 1 in the appendants (written as #1), i.e., #0 = #1 = 3. We also have
that the effect of reading a 0 on the length of a given word An cancels out the
effect of reading a 1 on the length of a word An (if the leftmost letter of An is
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a 0 then lAn+1 = lAn−1, if it is a 1 then lAn+1 = lAn +1). These two features of
the production rules can be summarized as #1×(lw1−v)+#0×(lw0−v) = 0.
Because #0 = #1 one could then expect that for any n and some initial word
A0, the probability that the leftmost letter of the word A0 `n An is 0 or 1 is
the same. If this would be true, then, statistically speaking, periodicity or a
halt can indeed be expected.

Post’s tag system was also studied by Watanabe, who is known for his work on
constructing small universal Turing machines in the 60s (see e.g. [46]). He made
a detailed theoretical analysis of the periodic behavior of the tag system“as a
preliminary of obtaining a simple universal process” [47]. Let a = 00, b = 1101.
Watanabe deduced wrongly that there are only four kinds of periodic words in
Post’s tag system, i.e., a2b3(a3b3)n with period 6, ba with period 2, b2a2 with
period 4, or any concatenation of the last two. In some preliminary runs on
Post’s tag system we found three other kinds of periodic words, a period 10,
40 and 66. The period 10 (b2a3b3a2) is similar to the periodic words found by
Watanabe, the period 40 and 66 are very different from these periodic words.
This will be explained in Sec. 4.2.3.

Brain Hayes [18] also did some experimental research on the periodic behavior
of Post’s tag system. He observed that all the periods are even numbers.
Shearer [40] proved that for any number 2n there is a periodic word in Post’s
tag system with period 2n, i.e., any word 110111010000(001101)m is a periodic
word with period 4 + 2m. See 4.2.3 for more details.

Post also mentions that he had “an easily derived “probability” prognostica-
tion” to determine for a given initial word whether it would halt or become
periodic. This is probably related to the number of 1s relative to the number
of 0s in an initial word. This has been checked by an experiment that studies
the effect of increasing the number of 1s in an initial word on the probability
that an initial word either results in a halt, periodicity or none of these two
after a given number n of computation steps. The preliminary results of this
experiment show that an increase in the number of 1s in the initial word does
have an important effect in this context. Fig. 1 shows that an increase of the
number of 1s in the initial word indeed decreases the probability of a halt and
increases the probability of periodicity or a word for which the tag system has
not become periodic after 105 computation steps.

4.2 Six computers experiments on the class TS(2,v)

Given the difficulties involved with Post’s tag system, 6 different computer
experiments were performed on 52 related tag systems. 50 were generated
through a randomized algorithm, one was developed by hand and one is Post’s
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Figure 1. Evolution of the number of initial words of length 200 that become peri-
odic, halt or have not halted or become periodic after 105 computation steps for an
increasing number of 1s in the initial word.

tag system. In what follows the main focus will be on the results from Exper-
iments 1 and 2.

The experiments serve different purposes. First of all, by studying Post’s tag
system in relation to other tag systems it is possible not only to situate Post’s
tag system in a broader class and thus possibly to determine some more gen-
eral properties, but also to explore the behavior of a whole class of related
tag systems that lies very close to the decidable class TS(2,2). Some of the
experiments were also used to verify some of the experimentally established
properties of Post’s tag system or to find a better explanation for some of
these properties. In general, these experiments make it possible to draw cer-
tain heuristic and theoretical conclusions about the behavior of very small tag
systems, similar to Post’s tag system, i.e., small tag systems for which it is
unclear for now whether they have a decidable reachability problem or not.
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4.2.1 Generating intractable tag systems

As explained in Sec. 3.1 a tag system can have three kinds of ultimate be-
havior: it can halt, it can become periodic or it can have unbounded growth
on an initial word. There are several tag systems for which it can be easily
determined what kind of behavior they will have given the production rules
and the initial word. For example, a tag system for which lmin > v will always
have unbounded growth since for every word An produced after n computation
steps on A0 we have that lAn > lAn−1 . The difficult cases are those tag systems
which, when run on the computer, show behavior that, although it might ul-
timately result in a halt or periodicity, is very erratic. To illustrate this, Fig.
2 gives a visualization of a number of productions of Post’s tag system. Since

4.3.1 Generating intractable tag systems

As was explained in Sec. 3.1 a tag system can have three kinds of ultimate
behaviour: it can halt, it can become periodic or it can have unbounded growth
on an initial word. There are several tag systems for which it can be easily
determined what kind of behaviour they will show given the production rules
and the initial word. For example, a tag system for which lmin > v will always
have unbounded growth since each computation step on a word A will always
result in a word A! with lA! > lA. The di!cult cases are those tag systems
which, when run on the computer, show behaviour that, although it might
ultimately result in one of the three classes of behaviour, is very erratic. To
illustrate this, Fig. 2 gives a visualization of a number of productions from
Post’s tag system. Since Post’s example was the only tag system known that

Figure 2. Sample of the behaviour of Post’s tag system

shows this kind of behaviour, 50 other tag systems were generated that can
be considered similar to Post’s tag system. Several selection criteria were used
in the program. The first criterion is related to Minsky’s observation that,
in Post’s tag system, one always expects periodicity or a halt because of the
fact that (1) the number of 0s and 1s is the same in the appendants and (2)
the e"ect of reading a 0 cancels the e"ect of reading a 1 and vice versa. The
criterion used selects tag systems for which this kind of observation also applies
in the sense that, on the average, the chances for a word to get shorter are
the same as the chances to get longer. The second criterion is a heuristic one.
It concerns the selection of only those tag systems that are able to keep going
for a huge number of computations steps without resulting in periodicity,
a halt or “predictable” unbounded growth. More details on these selection
criteria can be found in Appendix A. In the experiments 50 tag systems thus
generated were used, together with Post’s tag system and one tag system that
was constructed by hand. A table summarizing these 52 tag systems is also
included in Appendix A. The tag systems are enumerated as Tx. T1 is Post’s
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Figure 2. Sample of the behavior of Post’s tag system with an arbitrary initial word

Post’s example was the only tag system known that has this kind of behavior,
50 other tag systems were computer-generated that can be considered simi-
lar to Post’s tag system. These tag systems were selected from a randomly
generated set of tag systems. The algorithm posed a limit on the value of the
deletion number v: it is a random number 3 ≤ v ≤ 15. Also the length of lmax

was a random number bounded by a constant. As the main interest is in tag
systems with a very small alphabet Σ, Σ was set to {0, 1}. Several selection
criteria were then used to generate and select the tag systems. Besides Wang’s
decidability criterion with lmax − v ≥ 1, v − lmin ≥ 1 the two most important
selection criteria used are heuristic in nature.

The first criterion is related to the observation that, in Post’s tag system,
#1×(lw1−v)+#0×(lw0−v) = 0 (See Sec. 4.1). The algorithm that generated
the other 50 tag systems incorporates this property and thus for any of the tag
systems used in the experiments we have that #1×(lw1−v)+#0×(lw0−v) = 0.
Note that this does not imply that for each of the tag systems #0/(#1+#0) =
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#1/(#1 + #0) (as is the case for Post’s tag system). One could then expect
for each of the tag systems thus generated that for any n and some initial
word A0, the probability that the leftmost letter of the word A0 `n An is 0 or
1 is #0/(#1 + #0) or #1/(#1 + #0) respectively. If this would be true then
statistically speaking, periodicity or a halt can always be expected because
#1× (lw1 − v) + #0× (lw0 − v) = 0.

After the determination of v, lw0 , lw1 ,#1 and #0 the appendants were gener-
ated through a biased random generator (using #1/(#1+#0) and #0/(#1+
#0)). A second heuristic criterion was then applied to the tag systems thus
generated. It selects tag systems that are able to keep going for a huge number
of computations steps without resulting in periodicity, a halt or “predictable”
unbounded growth. In order to check this, each generated tag system was run
with 20 different and randomly selected initial words of length 300. If the tag
system did not lead to a halt, periodicity or was not recognized as a possible
case of “predictable” unbounded growth it was selected.

Since it is very hard to trace down “predictable” unbounded growth, we sim-
ply placed a bound on the lengths of the words produced. If the tag system
produced a word W with LW > 15000 it was excluded. Note that this does not
necessarily mean that the tag system is really a case of unbounded growth.
The reason for choosing such a limit is that for those tag systems T ∈ TS(2, 2)
that were proven to have unbounded growth in [11,15], the length of the pro-
duced words grows very fast. It thus seemed reasonable to assume that if one
has a tag system that can be easily proven to have unbounded growth, then
the length of the words produced by this tag system will grow very fast. If
this is not the case one expects that as long as the tag system does not halt
or become periodic the average length of the words will increase very slowly.

This algorithm resulted in 50 different tag systems. The smallest resp. the
largest deletion number v was 3 resp. 13. The smallest resp. largest value for
lmax − v and v − lmin was 1 and 4. Table 1 gives an overview of these 50
tag systems (T3–T52). T1 is Post’s tag system, T2 is a tag system that was
constructed by hand.

Table 1: Tag systems generated by Algorithm 2

Tag System w0 w1 v

T1 00 1101 3

T2 00101 1011010 6

T3 111 01000 4

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

Tag System w0 w1 v

T4 11101 1100000 6

T5 010110 11100100 7

T6 0 01011 3

T7 101011 00011010 7

T8 011 111100 5

T9 101 0000111 5

T10 001 10110 4

T11 001 01110 4

T12 0 01011 3

T13 0110001 10000101111 9

T14 1010 110100 5

T15 111 0110000 5

T16 111000 11010110011000 10

T17 1001111 10100000011 9

T18 000110 101001010000 8

T19 110 001111 5

T20 1011000 111011000 8

T21 11011011 1110000000 9

T22 101001001 0101100110011 11

T23 001 010100 4

T24 11 00111000 5

T25 10000111 1000100111 9

T26 00111 0111000 6

T27 11011 0011000 6

T28 111000 11000110011100 10

T29 110 01001 4

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

Tag System w0 w1 v

T30 000111 11000011 7

T31 1 10100 3

T32 111010101110 00110101010000 13

T33 10001 1110010 6

T34 010 001001 4

T35 0010101 01010100100011 10

T36 1011 010100 5

T37 1111 010000 5

T38 000101 000000111 7

T39 00101 1001000110 7

T40 001 110000 4

T41 101 00001110011 7

T42 10111 0000011 6

T43 100 11001 4

T44 1111 00110000 6

T45 101 0011010 5

T46 1011 110000 5

T47 0 1001101 4

T48 11010011110 1111000010000 12

T49 001 100100 4

T50 110 11000 4

T51 1110010 00111110000 9

T52 01101 0111000 6
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4.2.2 Experiment 1: Distribution of the three classes of behavior

What are the chances that a random initial word will result in a halt or
periodicity? How probable is it that, given some initial word, a tag system
will keep going for millions of computations steps without resulting in one
of the three classes of behavior (periodicity, halt and unbounded growth)?
These kind of questions were explored in the first experiment. It checked the
distribution of the three classes of behavior in the 52 tag systems for a set of
random initial words.

Each of the tag systems was run for 1998 different randomly generated initial
words. The experiment/program kept track of the number of initial words that
resulted in a halt, periodicity or unbounded growth and those that did not lead
to either one of these three classes of behavior after 10.000.000 computation
steps. These last words were tentatively classified as “Immortals?”. The results
from the experiment show that there is a clear variation between the different
tag systems concerning the chances that a the tag system will result in one of
the three classes of behavior or not. Table 2 shows the results for some of the
tag systems. 4

Table 2: Number of initial words that halt, become periodic, result in the
production of a word W , lW > 15000 (Growth), or cannot be classified in
neither of these classes after 107 computation steps (“Immortals?”).

Tag System Halts Periodics Immortal? lW > 15.000

T1 358 1598 37 5

T12 1917 18 57 6

T22 0 1303 617 78

T28 0 1966 24 8

T37 0 1636 362 0

T47 1067 885 27 19

The most significant difference between the tag systems is the fact that only 5
out of the 52 tag systems have initial words that resulted in a halt (including
Post’s tag system). Upon further inspection of the details of the tag systems
that did not result in one halt it was proven that their halting problem is

4 The complete results can be found in the on-line document available at
http://logica.ugent.be/liesbeth/results.pdf
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decidable (see [12] for more details). For Post’s tag system, it is clear that the
chances for periodicity are very high: about 80% of the initial words tested
resulted in periodicity, while only about 18% resulted in a halt and about 2%
were classified as “Immortals?” The number of initial words that result in the
production of a word W with lW > 15.000 is negligible (this is the case for
almost every one of the tag systems). These results show that the chances
that an initial word will result in a halt or periodicity for this tag system are
very high and thus confirm the observations on this tag system made by other
researchers. Furthermore, it might well be that the remaining 2% will also
ultimately result in a halt or periodicity if they were to be run for more than
107 computation steps.

Knowing that the chances are high that a given tag system will halt or become
periodic gives some more information about that tag system. However, the
experiment did more than just that: if an initial word did result in a halt,
periodicity or the production of a word W, lW > 15000, the experiment also
stored the number of computation steps it took the tag system before either
one of these three cases occurred. On the basis of this count plots were made
for each of the 52 tag systems mapping the number of initial words that
has not yet resulted in a halt, periodicity or unbounded growth against the
number of computation steps. Fig. 3 shows two of these plots. 5 . The plots show
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Figure 3. Plots of the evolution of the number of “Immortals?” of Post’s tag system
(the left plot) and the plot of T36 with v = 5, 0→ 1011, 1→ 010100.

that the number of “Immortals?” decreases with the number of computation
steps. Observe that there is a kind of “phase transition” in this behavior. In
a first phase, the number of “Immortals?” decreases exponentially fast, in a
second phase, the number of “Immortals?” decreases exponentially slow. This

5 All 52 plots can be found in the on-line document available at
http://logica.ugent.be/liesbeth/results.pdf
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means that it does not take a huge number of computation steps before a
halt or periodicity occurs for most initial words. Indeed, as the plots show, it
only takes about 1.000.000 computation steps before most initial words have
resulted in a halt or periodicity. However, once past this point, the number of
initial words that results in a halt or periodicity at a given time n < 10.000.000
increases very slowly. This is not only the case for the tag systems shown in
Fig. 5 but for all of the tag systems tested. 6 This suggests that it might be
relatively easy to prove for most initial words that they will result in a halt
or periodicity but that there is a small percentage of initial words for which
this is not the case.

The plots also suggest that in the second phase of slow decrease the number
of “Immortals?” converges to a limit. One important question to be asked is
whether this limit is positive. I.e., is there a finite point at which the plots
intersect with the x-axis or not? If we would be able to prove that for every
class of initial words of arbitrary length l, this intersection point is finite
for a given tag system T , we would have proven its reachability problem. If
however this is not the case, then there are “Immortals” for T . The presence
of “Immortals” adds to the unpredictability of these tag systems. Indeed, this
would mean that given any n, it is always possible to find an initial word
that will not have halted or become periodic after n computation steps. Of
course, this is always the case for what one could call trivial initial words, i.e.,
initial words of a length that is not significantly smaller than the number of
computation steps n. This is also the case for tag systems that can be proven
to have unbounded growth, i.e., tag systems with a decidable reachability
problem. However, the results of this experiment and Experiments 3–5 show
that the behavior of the “Immortals?” is far from being trivial.

4.2.3 Experiment 2: Periodicity in tag systems

In the second experiment the periodic behavior of each of the tag systems was
studied. Research on the periodic behavior of a certain class of computational
systems can be very fruitful. For example, Cook used periodic words to prove
that cellular automaton rule 110 is weakly universal [6]. A detailed analysis
was performed on the periodic words found during Experiment 1. The main
purpose of the experiment was to explore what kind of different periods and
periodic words one can expect for these tag systems. The experiment first of all
checked the different periods p found for each of the tag systems. These results
show that there is a great variety in the periodic behavior of the 52 tag systems,
some tag systems having a very low number of different periods, others having

6 A few of the plots are not as smooth as those from Fig. 5, and have more discrete
transitions. A few have more than one (discrete or smooth) transition between a
fast decrease resp. slow decrease in the number of left-overs.
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a great variety of different periods. Most tag systems only produce periods
of even length although there are some exceptions. There are also some tag
systems with very long periods, the longest being of length no less than 462321
(T34). Table 3 gives some of the typical results for some of the tag systems. 7

Table 3: Results from Experiment 2. The first column identifies the tag system,
the second gives the total number of periodic words and the last the different
periods p (in bold) found and the percentage (between brackets) of the number
of times a given period p was found

T.S. Tot. Periods and # of each period rel. to Tot. periods

T1 790 6 (84.2), 10 (9.37), 28 (1.39), 36 (1.27), 34 (0.89), 22 (0.76),
46 (0.38), 16 (0.38), 40 (0.38), 20 (0.38), 32 (0.25), 54 (0.13),
14 (0.13), 70 (0.13)

T34 912 3 (52.7), 462321 (26.5), 22302 (17.3), 522 (3.18), 636 (0.11),
465 (0.11)

T35 954 7 (53.6), 42 (17.5), 28 (10.7), 56 (6.18), 63 (3.46), 126 (2.73),
70 (1.99), 84 (1.47), 2002 (0.73), 784 (0.73), 2709 (0.42),
11760 (0.31), 112 (0.21)

T46 955 74 (6.18), 70 (5.24), 66 (4.83), 62 (4.82), 34 (4.61), 50 (4.5),
38 (4.29), 58 (3.87), 78 (3.66), 82 (3.25), 94 (3.14), 54 (2.94),
86 (2.83), 98 (2.72), 4 (2.51), 72 (2.2), 42 (2.2), 60 (1.88), 88
(1.68), 64 (1.68), 90 (1.68), 118 (1.57), 52 (1.57), 102 (1.47),
110 (1.36), 5382 (1.36), 236 (1.36), 106 (1.36), 68 (1.36),
76 (1.36), 46 (1.26), 122 (1.15), 114 (1.15), 160 (0.94), 96
(0.94), 84 (0.94), 80 (0.94), 40 (0.84), 56 (0.84), 48 (0.73),
112 (0.63), 36 (0.52), 104 (0.52), 130 (0.52), 134 (0.52), 128
(0.42), 138 (0.42), 180 (0.42), 126 (0.42), 1194 (0.42), 152
(0.42), 100 (0.31), 30 (0.31), 108 (0.31), 166 (0.21), 124
(0.21), 146 (0.21), 32 (0.21), 170 (0.21), 116 (0.21), 178
(0.21), 142 (0.21), 120 (0.21), 136 (0.21), 92 (0.21), 144
(0.1), 154 (0.1), 186 (0.1), 770 (0.1), 132 (0.1), 174 (0.1),
218 (0.1), 148 (0.1), 156 (0.1)

The more important results from this experiment concern the detection of
a fundamental difference between the different kinds of periodic words that

7 The complete table can be found in the on-line document available at:
http://logica.ugent.be/liesbeth/results.pdf
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can be produced by the 52 tag systems. This resulted from a more detailed
analysis of the periodic structure and the lengths of the periodic words found.
The analysis was inspired by previous explorations of the periodic behavior in
Post’s tag system which resulted in the detection of what seemed to be two
fundamentally different types of periodic words. The current analysis initially
resulted in no less than four different types [13].

The first, type I, contains periodic words P for which the period p is always
less or equal to the length of the periodic structure, i.e., p ≤ lS(P ). Roughly
speaking, this means that a periodic word will have reproduced itself at least
once after all its letters have been erased. This type can be split into two
subtypes Ia and Ib. A periodic word P of type Ia, is a word for which lS(P ) ≡
0 mod p, a periodic word P of type Ib, is a word for which lS(P ) mod p 6= 0. The
second type II contains periodic words P for which the length of the periodic
structure lS(P ) is always strictly smaller than the period, i.e., p > lS(P ). This
means that a word will not have reproduced itself after all its letters have
been erased. Originally this type was also split into two subtypes IIa and IIb.
A word P is of type IIa, when p ≡ 0 mod lS(P ), a word P is of type IIb when
p mod lS(P ) 6= 0.

An important generalization has made it possible to prove for all types that,
given a word of one these types, it is possible to generate an infinite number of
periodic words with different periods. This is the reason why the differentiation
into type IIa and IIb has now become superfluous, and we will thus not discuss
the two types separately. The split-up into type Ia and Ib remains. The reason
for this is that it is possible, on the basis of words of type Ia, to generate an
infinite set of different periodic words with the same period. The method for
generating this set cannot be applied to words of type Ib and II.

Type Ia An example of a periodic word of type Ia was already provided in
Sec. 3.1. Here is another example of type Ia in Post’s tag system. The periodic
structure S(Pi) is underlined for each of the periodic words Pi:

P1 =001101
` P2 =10100
` P1 =001101

Clearly P1 has period p = 2: it is reproduced after 2 computation steps. For
each of the periodic words produced from P1, the period p is always less or
equal to lS(Pi). Also note that lS(P1) ≡ 0 mod p. This last property implies that
P1 will reproduce itself every p(lS(Pi)/p)-th computation step, and thus also
after every round on P1. An immediate consequence of this property is that
given a periodic word Pi of type Ia with lS(Pi) ≡ 0 mod p, one can construct
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an infinite number of different periodic words with the same period p, namely

any word Pi(
−→
P i)

n, n ∈ N. This is not possible for words of type Ib and II.

Another consequence for periodic words Pi with lS(Pi) ≡ 0 mod v is that it is
also fairly easy to construct an infinite number of periodic words with different
periods for any v-tag system that has periodic words Pa1 , Pa2 , . . . , Pan of type
Ia with periods p1, p2, ..., pn, lS(Pai)

≡ 0 mod pi, l−→P ai
− lPai−1

mod v = lPai
(1). Indeed, given such words Pai for any number p = lS(Pa1)

+ m1lS(Pa1)
+

m2lS(Pa2)
+ . . . + mnlS(Pan)

,mi ∈ N the word P = Pa1

−→
P m1
a1

−→
P m2
a2
. . .
−→
P mn
an is a

periodic word of type Ia with period p. Note that the extra condition (1) is
necessary to ensure that the right letters will be read in each of the Pai for
every round on P .

Type Ib The following productions give an example of a periodic word P1 of
type Ib in the tag system T3 with v = 4, 0→ 111, 1→ 01000:

P1 = 111101000010000100001000111111111111010000100001000
` P2 = 0100001000010000100011111111111101000010000100001000
` P3 = 001000010000100011111111111101000010000100001000111
` P4 = 00010000100011111111111101000010000100001000111111
` P5 = 0000100011111111111101000010000100001000111111111
` P6 = 100011111111111101000010000100001000111111111111
` P7 = 1111111111110100001000010000100011111111111101000
` P8 = 11111111010000100001000010001111111111110100001000
` P1 = 111101000010000100001000111111111111010000100001000

The period of this set of periodic words is 8 since P1 repeats itself exactly after
8 computation steps. As in the previous example, the periodic structure S(Pi)
of every word Pi is underlined. For each Pi, p < lS(Pi) and lS(Pi) mod p 6= 0.
Now, since the length of the periodic structure is, for none of these words,
divisible by the period, it is not the case that one of these words will repeat
itself every p(lS(Pi)/p) computation steps and thus also not after one round. As
a consequence it becomes impossible to generate an infinite number of different
periodic words with the same period p. However, it does remain possible to
generate an infinite number of periodic words with different periods. We need
the following lemma to prove this:

Lemma 2 Given a v-tag system T , a periodic word P1 with period p of type
I and the set of periodic words [P1] generated by P1, then there is at least one
Pi ∈ [P1] for which it takes at most p rounds of T on Pi to reproduce Pi.
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Proof Given a v-tag system T , a word P1 with period p of type I and the
set of periodic words [P1] = {P1, P2, . . . , Pp} generated by P1. Now starting
from any of the words Pi1 ∈ [P1], after one round of T on Pi1 the word
Pi2 ∈ [P1] with i2 = (i1 + lS(Pi1)

) mod p will be produced. To see this note
that for words of type I, a round always consists of np + k, 0 ≤ k < p, n ∈ N
computation steps. Now, clearly, if lS(Pi1)

≡ 0 mod p (k = 0), Pi2 = Pi1 . If
this is not the case, then after one more round of T on Pi2 , T produces the
word Pi3 ∈ [P1], i3 = (i2 + lS(Pi2)

) mod p. Again, if lS(Pi1)
+ lS(Pi2)

≡ 0 mod p,
then Pi3 = Pi1 . To see this note that i3 = (i1 + lS(Pi1)

+ lS(Pi2)
) mod p. If

lS(Pi2)
≡ 0 mod p, then Pi3 = Pi2 . If none of these two cases occur, then after

one more round of T on Pi3 , T produces Pi4 , i4 = (i3 + lS(Pi3)
) mod p, etc.

Generally speaking, after n rounds of T on a word Pi1 ∈ [P1], T produces the
word Pin ∈ [P1], in = (i1 + lS(Pi1)

+ . . .+ lS(Pin−2)
+ lS(Pin−1)

) mod p. If there is

an m such that lS(Pim)
+ lS(Pim+1)

+ . . .+ lS(Pin−1)
≡ 0 mod p, 0 < m < n, then

it must be the case that Pin = Pim . If this is not the case, then after one more
round of T on Pin T produces the word Pin+1 ∈ [P1].

It now easily follows that there is at least one periodic word Pij ∈ [P1] such
that T reproduces Pij after n rounds of T on Pij and n ≤ p. The reason for
this is that every word Pij produced after j rounds on some word Pi1 ∈ [P1]
is also in [P1]. 2

An immediate consequence of Lemma 2 is that if a word Pi1 ∈ [P1] repeats
itself after n rounds of T on Pi1 then there are at least n periodic words
Pij ∈ [P1] that repeat themselves after n rounds, i.e., Pi1 plus the n − 1
different words Pij produced from Pi1 after 1 < j ≤ n rounds. Since no word
of type Ib reproduces itself after one round, we thus also have that for words
of type Ib, there are at least two words that reproduce themselves after at
most p rounds.

Using Lemma 2, we can now prove:

Theorem 1 Given a v-tag system T , a periodic word P1 with period p of type
Ib and the set of periodic words [P1] generated by P1 and one of the words
Pij ∈ [P1] that reproduces itself after n rounds, 2 ≤ n ≤ p, then one can
construct an infinite number of periodic words with different periods in T .

Proof Given such a set [P1] and one of the words Pi1 ∈ [P1] that reproduce

themselves after n rounds, 2 ≤ n ≤ p, then the word P1 = Pi1
−→
P i2 . . .

−→
P in

−→
P i1 ,

with each Pij `
lS(Pij) Pij+1

, Pin `lS(Pin) Pi1 must also be a periodic word.
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Indeed, we then get the following set of productions:

Pi1
−→
P i2 . . .

−→
P in−1

−→
P in

−→
P i1 = P1

`lS(P1) Pi2
−→
P i3 . . .

−→
P in

−→
P i1

−→
P i2 = P2

`lS(P2) Pi3
−→
P i4 . . .

−→
P i1

−→
P i2

−→
P i3 = P3

...
...

...

`lS(Pn−1) Pin
−→
P i1 . . .

−→
P in−2

−→
P in−1

−→
P in = Pn

`lS(Pn) Pi1
−→
P i2 . . .

−→
P in−1

−→
P in

−→
P i1 = P1

Note that every new production Pi is the result of a round on the previous
production Pi−1. It easily follows from these productions that the period pP1

of P1 is:

(n+ 1)
n∑
j=1

lS(Pij)
(1)

Given the productions from P1, it is easily seen that given a word Pi1 with
period p of type Ib that reproduces itself after 2 ≤ n ≤ p rounds, one can
construct an infinite number of periodic words with different periods. Indeed,

any word of the form P1

−→
P2 . . .

−→
Pn(
−→
P1

−→
P2 . . .

−→
Pn)m

−→
P1, with

−→
P j =

−→
P ij

−→
P ij+1

. . .
−→
P in

−→
P i1 . . .

−→
P ij

is a periodic word of type Ib with period pP1 × (m+ 2). 2

Type II Here is an example of a periodic word of type II in Post’s example.
Note that Watanabe did not consider periodic words of this type. This is why
he did not detect the following periodic word in Post’s tag system (see Sec.
4.1):
P1 = 010000000000110111011101001101110111010000
`lS(P1) P15 = 0000000011011101001101001101110111010000
`lS(P15) P28 = 000011011101110111011101110111010011010000
` P29 = 01101110111011101110111011101001101000000
` P30 = 0111011101110111011101110100110100000000
` P31 = 101110111011101110111010011010000000000
` P32 = 1101110111011101110100110100000000001101
` P33 = 11101110111011101001101000000000011011101
` P34 = 011101110111010011010000000000110111011101
` P35 = 10111011101001101000000000011011101110100
` P36 = 110111010011010000000000110111011101001101
` P37 = 1110100110100000000001101110111010011011101
` P38 = 01001101000000000011011101110100110111011101
` P40 = 0110100000000001101110111010011011101110100
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` P1 = 010000000000110111011101001101110111010000

P1 is reproduced after exactly 40 computation steps. The example shows that
for every one of the periodic words Pi, lS(Pi) < p. This is also the case for
the periodic words Pi, 1 < i < 15, 15 < i < 28 not shown here for the sake
of brevity. There are two important observations to be made with respect to
words of type II. First of all, even though several examples were found during
Experiment 2 of words of type I with relatively long periods (for Post’s tag
system up to length 70), the very long periods found are typically of type II.
There is a logical explanation for this. First note that in order to have very
long periods of type I, one needs equally long periodic words. Since a bound
was put on the size of the words produced in Experiment 1 (i.e. 15.000), the
possibility of finding very long periods for words of type I was made impossible
because of the specific set-up of this experiment. Secondly, it should be noted
that the lengths of the periodic structures of periodic words of type II do
not increase significantly for increasing periods. For example, periodic words
of period 22302 in T34 have periodic structures of lengths varying between
about 35 and 100.

Since it must take at least two rounds for a periodic word of type II to repro-
duce itself (since lS(Pi) < p) it is not possible to apply the method of type Ia
to generate an infinite number of periodic words with the same period. How-
ever, it is possible to generate an infinite class of different periodic words with
different periods given a periodic word of type II. This is proven by Lemma 3
(similar to Lemma 2) and Theorem 2 (similar to Theorem 1):

Lemma 3 Given a tag system T , a periodic word P1 of type II and the set of
periodic words [P1] generated by P1, then there is at least one Pi1 ∈ [P1] for
which it takes n rounds of T on Pi1, 2 ≤ n ≤ p, to reproduce Pi1.

Proof The proof is almost identical to that of Lemma 2 and is left to the
reader. 2

Theorem 2 Given a v-tag system T , a periodic word P1 with period p of
type II, the set of periodic words [P1] generated by P1 and one of the words
Pi1 ∈ [P1] that is reproduced after n rounds of T on Pi1, 2 ≤ n ≤ p, then one
can construct an infinite number of periodic words with different periods.

Proof The proof is identical to that of Theorem 1. 2

The following theorem explains the observation that some tag systems seem
only capable to produce even periods, as in the case of Post’s tag system, or
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the fact that other tag systems are capable to, for example, produce products
of 3 (for example T34) or 7 (for example T35).

Theorem 3 For any v-tag system T with lw0 , lw1 , . . . , lwµ−1, the lengths of the
appendants, and any word P that is periodic in T of type I or II with period
p, then p = n0 + n1 + ... + nµ−1 where {n0, n1, ..., nµ−1} is a solution to the
equation:

n0lw0 + n1lw1 + . . .+ nµ−1lwµ−1 = vp (2)

Proof Given a v-tag system T with alphabet Σ of µ letters, with lw1 , lw2 , .., lwi ,
i ≤ µ the lengths of the appendants and some word P1 that is periodic in T
with period p of type I or II. We evidently have that P1 will be reproduced by
T after p letters have been read and vp letters have been erased by T . Let S1

be the word formed by all the vp letters erased, i.e.:

S1 = a1a2 . . . .avav+1av+2 . . . avp

Now clearly, since P1 is periodic, it must be the case that S1 either reproduces
itself after one round on S1 (if P1 is of type I) or that S1 is generated piecewise
(if P1 is of type II) from the letters of S1 in every periodic loop. It now easily
follows that the number of times ni each of the different letters a1+jv, 0 ≤ j ≤
p− 1 is read in S1 must satisfy Equation (2). 2

Given Theorem 3 we can now explain why, for example, Post’s tag system only
produces words that are divisible by 2. Remember that for this tag system
lw0 = 2, lw1 = 4, v = 3. Using eq. (2) we get:

2n0 + 4n1 = 3p

Since the left-handside of this equation must be an even number, it immedi-
ately follows that p = 2n for some n ∈ N.

Once the two types were detected, every one of the periodic words produced
during the experiment were classified (with the help of the computer) as type
I or II. The results are quite interesting in the sense that every one of the tag
systems produced at least one periodic word of type II, while not all produced
words of type I. This is an important difference between the different tag
systems.

4.2.4 Experiment 3 – 6: Measuring “chaotic” behavior.

The three remaining experiments were used to study how unpredictable each
of the 52 tag systems actually is by making use of certain statistical tools.
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Experiment 3. Flipping coins As explained in Sec. 4.2.1, the 52 tag sys-
tems studied here have the property that #1× (lw1 − v) + #0× (lw0 − v) = 0.
It then follows for each of these 52 tag systems that if the probability that
the first letter of any word produced during an actual computation is a 0
resp. 1 is #1/(#1 + #0) resp. #0/(#1 + #0), then one expects the tag sys-
tem to halt or become periodic. The purpose of Experiment 3 was to check
what the actual probabilities are for the computations resulting from the ini-
tial words classified as “Immortals?” during Experiment 1. I.e., each of the
52 tag systems was rerun for 107 computation steps with two different sets
of ten “Immortals?” found during Experiment 1. In each computation step a
counter kept track of the number of times a 0 or a 1 is read by the tag system.
These results allowed to measure the mean µi,N , i ∈ {0, 1}, for the number
of times a 0 resp. a 1 was read, where N is the size of the sample space. 8

The means were computed after 5.000.000 and after 10.000.000 computation
steps in order to check whether they converge to some value or not. The re-
sults show for each of the tag systems that µ0,N is always a bit smaller than
the expected value #0/(#1 + #0) and thus µ1,N is always a bit greater than
#1/(#1 + #0). These results can be considered as a statistical explanation
why the initial words classified as “Immortals?” had (not yet) resulted in a halt
or periodicity after 10.000.000 computation steps. However, the results also
indicate that µ0,N and µ1,N converge to their expected values #0/(#1 + #0)
and #1/(#1 + #0) respectively. For example, in the case of Post’s tag sys-
tem, the means for the two different sets of 10 initial words computed after
5.000.000 computation steps are µ0,N = 0, 49938814 and µ1,N = 0, 50061186
for the first set and µ0,N = 0, 49925946 and µ1,N = 0, 50074054 for the second
set, while the means computed for the two sets after 10.000.000 computation
steps are µ0,N = 0, 49955107 and µ1,N = 0, 50044893 for the first set and
µ0,N = 0, 49961642 and µ1,N = 0, 50038358 for the second. This means that
the difference between 0.5 and µ0,N resp. µ1,N decreases with an increased
number of computations steps. This indicates that the chances for a halt or
periodicity increase.

Experiment 4. Sensitive dependence on initial words Experiment 4
was used to measure sensitive dependence on initial words. Sensitive depen-
dence here means that one very small change in the initial word results in a
non-linear change in the long-term behavior. In the experiment this change
was, in a first run, a change of one letter in the initial word, and, in a second
run, a change of the length of the initial word with one letter. The results of
both runs show for each of the tag systems a high sensitive dependence on the
initial words. This is considered as a sign of chaotic behavior [33], and thus
indicates that these tag systems are indeed “unpredictable”.

Experiment 5: Measuring randomness Experiment 5 checked whether

8 The mean µi,N = ΣN
j=1

xi,j
N .
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the distribution of the 0s and 1s read in the words produced from the initial
conditions tentatively classified as “Immortals?” is random or not. In order
to check this, DIEHARD, a battery of tests for randomness developed by
Marsaglia was used [22]. This battery contains 12 different tests and is one of
the standard batteries currently used. None of the tag systems passed every
one of the tests. Except for two of the tag systems, all the tag systems passed
at least some of the tests (about 3 on the average). There was only one tag
system T41 that passed 9 of the 12 tests. The two tag systems that failed
every one of the tests are T34 and T1, Post’s tag system. Another quick
visual test verified this difference between, on the one hand, T34 and T1,
and, on the other hand, the remaining 50 tag systems. 9 The fact that Post’s
tag system, despite its apparent unpredictable behavior cannot be considered
random in the sense described here points at an important feature of this tag
system.

Experiment 6: Measuring the entropy In a last experiment (Experi-
ment 6) yet another classical tool for measuring unpredictability was used,
i.e., Shannon’s information-theoretical entropy [39]. The entropy was com-
puted by measuring for each combination C of length n (2 ≤ n ≤ 10) the
probability that C occurs. By summing up these probabilities for a given n
and normalizing the sum to 1.0 one gets the information-theoretical entropy.
The results showed for each of the tag systems a high entropy, some were even
very close to the maximum value 1.0, although there was a slight decrease for
increasing n.

It is clear from experiments 3–6 that the 52 tag systems studied have certain
heuristic properties that are often used in the literature as indicators of com-
plexity. Still, given the results from Experiment 3 and to a certain extent 5,
most of these tag systems cannot, by any means, be regarded as completely
chaotic systems. Except for one tag system, most tag systems only pass about
three of the tests for randomness. Furthermore, it is the fact that the chances
of reading a 1 or a 0 deviate just that little bit from what one might expect,
that makes it possible for words to keep going for millions of computation
steps, at least, statistically speaking.

9 This visual test is described in [33]. It concerns a quick visualization method of
fractals called the chaos game, that needs a pseudo-random number generator in
order to work. If the generator is not random, the resulting fractal image will be
incomplete and biased.
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5 Discussion

As becomes clear from the six experiments that were done on the 52 different
tag systems, including Post’s example, the experimental approach offers a lot
of possibilities but it also has several limitations. The time it takes to set-
up an experiment and to study the results is often in disproportion with the
results one ultimately gets. In the end, most results from the experiments are
heuristic in nature. They do not immediately lead to rigorous results like “tag
system x is universal”. Furthermore, any computer experiment is finite and
one thus needs to implement certain limits. One consequence of this is that for
tag systems like Post’s example, there is the problem that one can always only
show the beginning of a computation as long as a tag system has not halted
or become periodic. As a consequence, one cannot know if the observations
made on these first n computations steps are representative for what happens
later on.

This does not mean that one should throw out the baby with the bath water.
First of all, one should not forget that the experimental approach seems the
best one available for now to study very small tag systems like Post’s example.
Von Neumann once said that for some problems, computer experiments are
the only way out to build up an intuition of these problems, where intuition
is a necessary prerequisite to make progress on the problem [44]. This is the
first motivation to start with experimentation. Indeed, how can one build up
an intuition of a certain problem, like the one offered by Post, if one does not
have any idea of how this system behaves?

The fact that the experiments show that these tag systems behave quite un-
predictably is indeed but a heuristic fact about a finite sample of the behavior
of these tag systems. However, it does give an idea of how difficult proving
these tag systems decidable might be, a fact that is also supported by some
theoretical results on small tag systems. First of all, the class of tag systems
proven decidable in TS(2,2) does not behave in the same way as the tag sys-
tems studied here, so the methods used in that proof cannot be applied here.
Secondly, the reduction of the 3n + 1-problem to a very small tag system is
a further indication of the difficulties involved with very small tag systems.
One typical kind of result from computer experiments is the formulation of
conjectures on the basis of the observations made. Although it is very tempt-
ing to conjecture on the basis of the results discussed here that tag systems
like Post’s example have an undecidable reachability problem, it will not be
conjectured here. The mere presence of complex behavior is in my opinion
not enough to make the conjecture. 10 However, it does provide enough reason
to do more research in this direction and to find more arguments in order to

10 In the past I did make the conjecture [12]. However, my point of view has changed.
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make such a conjecture and perhaps, to prove it.

The results from Experiment 3, a statistical experiment, are significant on
another level: they illustrate that one should be careful if one draws conclusions
related to the dynamics of a tag system on the basis of the rules underlying
these dynamics.

The results from Experiment 1 indicate that for every one of the tag systems,
most initial words result in a halt or periodicity very quickly. However, there
are always some that seem to be able to keep going for millions of compu-
tation steps. This is another sign of the difficulty of these tag systems. The
results suggest that a more detailed research (theoretical and experimental)
on specific classes of initial words can lead to new interesting results. This is
yet another feature of this approach: it can help to select possibly interest-
ing approaches to tackle a given problem. Experiments can in a certain sense
provide clues of how to tackle a given problem (or, how not to).

The more theoretically appealing results come from Experiment 2. Without
this experiment, the two types of periodic words would most probably not
have been detected, witness Watanabe’s theoretical analysis (Sec. 4.1). The
theoretical analysis on the results from the experiment has made it possible
to explain certain observations and to prove some facts about these periodic
types. The connection between tag systems and number theory is strength-
ened. Furthermore, these results suggest that more research on the periodic
behavior of small tag systems might help to study their computational power.
The fact that, on the one hand, one can do certain things with the periods
(they can e.g. represent numbers), and, on the other hand, periodic words
have a certain stability (they reproduce themselves), could be a way to find
small tag systems that compute certain arithmetical functions or even to find
small universal tag systems.

To summarize, even though one should always be extremely careful when
drawing conclusions on the basis of computer experiments, one cannot neglect
that they do result in progress in the domain of small tag systems. It is im-
portant not to lose sight of one of the main goals behind such experiments,
i.e., to establish rigorous results. In this sense it is paramount to find a good
balance between theory and experiment. The approaches are not opposite to
but complement each other.
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